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April 4, 2019 
 
Elizabeth Kraft, MD 
Medical Director 
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield  
700 Broadway 
Denver, CO 80273 
 
Subject:  April 1st update regarding evaluation and management with modifier 25 same day as a 

procedure 
 
Dear Dr. Kraft, 
 
It has been brought to our attention that Anthem is revisiting the issue of payment for an 
evaluation and management service with modifier 25 on the same day as a procedure.  We are 
concerned as Anthem’s April 1st notice was brief and leaves much open to interpretation. 
 
As you know from our previous correspondence on this issue it is one that our members have 
expressed great concern over in the past.  We believe it is important for us to gain a better 
understanding of Anthem’s interpretation and how the policy will be implemented.  We would 
like to work with you to provide our members with a few more details about what this change 
may or may not mean to them. 
 
We are aware that this policy change has been implemented in other states, and that 
representatives of the American Medical Association as well as national specialty societies have 
been in discussion with Anthem concerning the policy.  However, we would respectfully request 
an opportunity to meet with you directly in order to gain a better understanding of how the 
policy will actually be implemented in Colorado. 
 
We welcome the opportunity to meet with you on this issue at your earliest convenience.  
Please contact Dianna Fetter at (720) 858-6321 or dianna_fetter@cms.org to set up a time that 
is agreeable.  We thank you in advance for your consideration of our request. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Debra J. Parsons, MD, FACP 
President, Colorado Medical Society 
Clinical Professor of Medicine, University of Colorado 


